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We study the topological configurations of the two-component condensates of bosons with the
3D ~σ · ~p Weyl-type spin-orbit coupling subject to a harmonic trapping potential. The topology
of the condensate wavefunctions manifests in the quaternionic representation. In comparison to
the U(1) complex phase, the quaternionic phase manifold is S3 and the spin orientations form
the S2 Bloch sphere through the 1st Hopf mapping. The spatial distributions of the quaternionic
phases exhibit the 3D skyrmion configurations, and the spin distributions possess non-trivial Hopf
invariants. Spin textures evolve from the concentric distributions at the weak spin-orbit coupling
regime to the rotation symmetry breaking patterns at the intermediate spin-orbit coupling regime.
In the strong spin-orbit coupling regime, the single-particle spectra exhibit the Landau-level type
quantization. In this regime, the three-dimensional skyrmion lattice structures are formed when
interactions are below the energy scale of Landau level mixings. Sufficiently strong interactions
can change condensates into spin-polarized plane-wave states, or, superpositions of two plane-waves
exhibiting helical spin spirals.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Mn, 03.75.Lm, 03.75.Nt, 67.85.Fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanical wavefunctions generally speak-
ing are complex-valued. However, for the single com-
ponent boson systems, their ground state many-body
wavefunctions are highly constrained, which are usu-
ally positive-definite [1], as a consequence of the Perron-
Frobenius theorem in the mathematical context of matrix
analysis [2]. This is a generalization of the “no-node”
theorem of the single-particle quantum mechanics, for
example, both the ground state wavefunctions of har-
monic oscillators and hydrogen atoms are nodeless. Al-
though the positive-definiteness does not apply to the
many-body fermion wavefunctions because Fermi statis-
tics necessarily leads to nodal structures, it remains valid
for many-body boson systems. It applies under the fol-
lowing conditions: the Laplacian type kinetic energy, the
arbitrary single-particle potential, and the coordinate-
dependent interactions. The positive-definiteness of the
ground state wavefunctions implies that time-reversal
(TR) symmetry cannot be spontaneously broken in con-
ventional Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC), such as the
superfluid 4He and most ground state BECs of ultra-cold
alkali bosons [3].
It would be interesting to seek unconventional BECs
beyond the constraint of positive-definite condensate
wavefunctions [4]. The spin-orbit coupled boson systems
are an ideal platform to study this class of exotic states of
bosons, which can spontaneously breaking the TR sym-
metry. In addition to a simple Laplacian, the kinetic
energy contains the spin-orbit coupling term linearly de-
pendent on momentum. If the bare interaction is spin-
independent, the condensate wavefunctions are heavily
degenerate. An “order-from-disorder” calculation based
on the zero-point energy of the Bogoliubov spectra was
perform to select the condensate configuration [4]. Inside
the harmonic trap, it is predicted that the condensates
spontaneously develop the half-quantum vortex coexist-
ing with 2D skyrmion-type spin textures [5]. Experi-
mentally, spin-orbit coupled bosons have been realized
in exciton systems in semi-conducting quantum wells.
Spin texture configurations similar to those predicted in
Ref. [5] have been observed [6]. On the other hand,
the progress of synthetic artificial gauge fields in ultra-
cold atomic gases greatly stimulates the investigation of
the above exotic states of bosons [7, 8]. Extensive stud-
ies have been performed for bosons with the 2D Rashba
spin-orbit coupling, which exhibit various spin structures
arising from the competitions among the spin-orbit cou-
pling, interaction, and the confining trap energy [5, 9–16].
Most studies so far have been on the two-dimensional
spin-orbit coupled bosons. It would be interesting to fur-
ther consider the unconventional condensates of bosons
with the three-dimensional Weyl-type spin-orbit cou-
pling, whose experimental realization has been proposed
by the authors through atom-light interactions in a com-
bined tripod and tetrapod level system [20] and also by
Anderson et al. [21]. As will be shown below, the qua-
terinon representation provides a natural and most beau-
tiful description of the topological condensation configu-
rations. Quaternions are an extension of complex num-
bers as the first discovered non-commutative division al-
gebra, which has provided a new formulation of quantum
mechanics [17–19]. Similarly to complex numbers whose
phases span a unit circle S1, the quaternionic phases span
a three dimensional unit sphere S3. The spin distribu-
tions associated with quaternionic wavefunctions are ob-
tained through the 1st Hopf map S3 → S2 as will be
explained below. It would be interesting to search for
BECs with non-trivial topological defects associated with
2the quaternionic phase structure. It will be a new class
of unconventional BECs beyond the “no-node” theorem
breaking TR symmetry spontaneously.
In this article, we consider the unconventional conden-
sate wavefunctions with the 3DWeyl-type spin-orbit cou-
pling ~σ ·~p. The condensation wavefunctions exhibit topo-
logically non-trivial configurations as 3D skyrmions, and
spin density distributions are also non-trivial with non-
zero Hopf invariants. These topological configurations
can be best represented as defects of quaternion phase
distributions. Spatial distributions of the quaternionic
phase textures and spin textures are concentric at weak
spin-orbit couplings. As increasing spin-orbit coupling,
these textures evolve to lattice structures which are the
3D quaternionic analogy of the 2D Abrikosov lattice of
the usual complex condensate.
The rest part of this article is organized as follows.
In Sect. II, we define the model Hamiltonian. In Sect.
III, the condensate wavefunctions in the weak spin-orbit
regime are studied. Topological analyses on the skyrmion
configurations and Hopf invariants are performed by us-
ing the quaternion representation. In Sect. IV, the
skyrmion lattice configuration of the spin textures is
studied in the intermediate and strong spin-orbit cou-
pling regimes. In Sect. V, superpositions of plane-wave
condensate configurations are studied. Conclusions are
made in Sect. VI.
II. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN
We consider a two-component boson system with the
3D spin-orbit coupling of the ~σ ·~p-type confined in a har-
monic trap. The free part of the Hamiltonian is defined
as
H0 =
∫
d3~r ψ†γ(~r)
{
−
~
2~∇2
2m
+ i~λ~σγδ · (~∇)
+
1
2
mω2~r 2
}
ψδ(~r), (1)
where γ and δ equal ↑ and ↓ referring to two internal
states of bosons; ~σ are Pauli matrices; m is the bo-
son mass; λ is the spin-orbit coupling strength with the
unit of velocity; ω is the trap frequency. At the single-
particle level, Eq. (1) satisfies the Kramer-type time-
reversal symmetry of T = (−iσ2)C with the property of
T 2 = −1. However, parity is broken by spin-orbit cou-
pling. In the absence of the trap, good quantum numbers
for the single-particle states are the eigenvalues ±1 of he-
licity ~σ · ~p/|p|, where p is the momentum. This results in
two branches of dispersions
ǫ±(~k) =
~
2
2m
(k ∓ kso)
2, (2)
where ~kso = mλ. The lowest single-particle energy
states lie in the sphere with the radius kso denoted as the
spin-orbit sphere. It corresponds to a spin-orbit length
scale lso = 1/kso in real space. The harmonic trap has a
natural length scale lT =
√
~
mω , and thus the dimension-
less parameter α = lTkso describes the relative spin-orbit
coupling strength.
As for the interaction Hamiltonian, we use the contact
s-wave scattering interaction defined as
Hint =
gγδ
2
∫
d3~r ψ†γ(~r)ψ
†
δ(~r)ψδ(~r)ψγ(~r). (3)
Two different interaction parameters are allowed, in-
cluding the intra and inter-component ones defined as
g↑↑ = g↓↓ = g, and g↑↓ = cg, where c is a constant.
In the previous study of the 2D Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling with harmonic potentials [5, 15], the single-particle
eigenstates are intuitively expressed in the momentum
representation: the low energy state lies around a ring in
momentum space, and the harmonic potential becomes
the planar rotor operator on this ring subject to a π-
flux, which quantizes the angular momentum jz to half
integers. Similar picture also applies in 3D [5, 22]. The
low energy states are around the spin-orbit sphere. In
the projected low energy Hilbert space, the eigenvectors
read
ψ+(~k) = (cos
θk
2
, sin
θk
2
eiφk)T . (4)
The harmonic potential is again a rotor Hamiltonian on
the spin-orbit sphere subject to the Berry gauge connec-
tion as
Vtp =
1
2
m(i∇k − ~Ak)
2 (5)
with the moment of inertial I = Mkk
2
so and Mk =
~
2/(mω2). ~Ak = i〈ψ+(~k)|∇k|ψ+(~k)〉 is the vector po-
tential of a U(1) magnetic monopole, which quantizes
the angular momentum j to half-integers. While the ra-
dial energy is still quantized in terms of ~ω, the angular
energy dispersion with respect to j is strongly suppressed
at large values of α as
Enr ,j,jz ≈
(
nr +
j(j + 1)
2α2
)
~ω + const, (6)
where nr is the radial quantum number. As further
shown in Ref. [20], in the case α ≫ 1, all the states
with the same nr but different j and jz are nearly degen-
erate, thus can be viewed as one 3D Landau level with
spherical symmetry but the broken parity. If filled with
fermions, the system belongs to the Z2-class of 3D strong
topological insulators.
Now we load the system with bosons. The interaction
energy scale is defined as Eint = gN0/l
3
T , where N0 is
the total particle number in the condensate. The corre-
sponding dimensionless parameter is β = Eint/~ω. At
the Hartree-Fock level, the Gross-Pitaevskii energy func-
tional is defined in terms of the condensate wavefunction
3Ψ = (Ψ↑,Ψ↓)
T as
E =
∫
d3~r (Ψ†↑,Ψ
†
↓)
{
−
~
2∇2
2m
− iλ~~∇ · ~σ +
1
2
mω2r2
+ g
(
n↑ + cn↓ 0
0 cn↑ + n↓
)}(
Ψ↑
Ψ↓
)
, (7)
where n↑,↓(~r) = N0|Ψ↑,↓(~r)|
2 are the particle densities of
two components, respectively, and Ψ(~r) is normalized as∫
d3~rΨ†(~r)Ψ(~r) = 1. The condensate wavefunction Ψ(~r)
is solved numerically by using the standard method of
imaginary time evolution. The dimensionless form of the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation is
E′ =
∫
d3~r′ (Ψ˜†↑, Ψ˜
†
↓)
{
−
~∇′2
2
− iα~∇′ · ~σ +
r′2
2
+ β
(
n˜↑ + cn˜↓ 0
0 cn˜↑ + n˜↓
)}(
Ψ˜↑
Ψ˜↓
)
, (8)
where E′ = E/(~ω), ~∇′ = lT ~∇; ~r
′ = ~r/lT ; Ψ˜↑ and Ψ˜↓
are the renormalized condensate wavefunctions satisfying∫
d3r′|Ψ˜↑|
2 + |Ψ˜↓|
2 = 1; n˜↑ = |Ψ˜↑|
2 and n˜↓ = |Ψ˜↓|
2.
III. THE WEAK SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
REGIME
In this section, we consider the condensate configura-
tion in the limit of weak spin-orbit coupling, say, α ∼ 1.
In this regime, the single-particle spectra still resemble
those of the harmonic trap. We study the case that inter-
actions are not strong enough to mix states with different
angular momenta.
A. The spin-orbit coupled condensate
In this regime, the condensate wavefunction Ψ remains
the same symmetry structure as the single-particle wave-
function over a wide range of interaction parameter β,
i.e., Ψ remains the eigenstates of j = 12 as confirmed
numerically below. Ψ can be represented as
Ψj=jz= 12 (r, Ωˆ) = f(r)Y
+
j,jz
(Ωˆ) + ig(r)Y −j,jz (Ωˆ), (9)
where f(r) and g(r) are real radial functions. Y ±j,jz (Ωˆ)
are the spin-orbit coupled spherical harmonic functions
with even and odd parities, respectively. For example,
for the case of j = jz =
1
2 , they are
Y +1
2
, 1
2
(r, Ωˆ) =
(
1
0
)
, Y −1
2
, 1
2
(r, Ωˆ) =
(
cos θ
sin θeiφ
)
, (10)
whose orbital partial-wave components are s and p-wave,
respectively. The TR partner of Eq. (9) is ψjz=− 12 =
Tˆψj=jz= 12 = iσ2ψ
∗
j=jz=
1
2
. The two terms in Eq. (9)
are of opposite parity eigenvalues, mixed by the parity
breaking spin-orbit coupling ~σ ·~p. The coefficient i of the
Y −jjz term is because the matrix element 〈Y
+
jjz
|~σ · ~p|Y −jjz 〉
is purely imaginary.
For the non-interacting case, the radial wavefunctions
up to a Gaussian factor can be approximated by spherical
Bessel functions as
f(r) ≈ j0(ksor)e
−r2/2l2
T , g(r) ≈ j1(ksor)e
−r2/2l2
T , (11)
which correspond to the s and p-partial waves, respec-
tively. Both of them oscillate along the radial direction
and the pitch values are around kso. At r = 0, f(r)
reaches the maximum and g(r) is 0. As r increases,
roughly speaking, the zero points of f(r) corresponds to
the extrema of g(r) and vise versa. Repulsive interac-
tions expand the spatial distributions of f(r) and g(r),
but the above picture still holds qualitatively. In other
words, there is a π2 -phase shift between the oscillations
of f(r) and g(r).
B. The quaternion representation
Can we have unconventional BECs with non-trivial
quaternionic condensate wavefunctions? Actually, the
topological structure of condensate wavefunction Eq. (9)
manifests clearly in the quaternion representation as
shown below.
We define the following mapping from the complex
two-component vector Ψ = (Ψ↑,Ψ↓)
T to a quaternion
variable through
ξ = ξ0 + ξ1i+ ξ2j + ξ3k, (12)
where
ξ0 = ReΨ↑, ξ1 = ImΨ↓, ξ2 = −ReΨ↓, ξ3 = ImΨ↑. (13)
i, j, k are the imaginary units satisfying i2 = j2 = k2 =
−1, and the anti-commutation relation ij = −ji = k.
The TR transformation on ξ is just −jξ.
Eq. (9) can be expressed in the quaternionic exponen-
tial form as
ξj=jz= 12 (r, Ωˆ) = |ξ(r)|e
~ω(Ωˆ)γ(r) = |ξ|(cos γ + ~ω sin γ), (14)
where
|ξ(r)| = [f2(r) + g2(r)]
1
2 ,
~ω(Ωˆ) = sin θ cosφ i+ sin θ sinφ j + cos θ k,
cos γ(r) = f(r)/|ξ(r)|, sin γ(r) = g(r)/|ξ(r)|. (15)
ω(Ωˆ) is the imaginary unit along the direction of Ωˆ sat-
isfying ~ω2(Ωˆ) = −1. According to the oscillating proper-
ties of f(r) and g(r), γ(r) spirals as r increases. At the
n-th zero point of g(r) denoted rn, γ(rn) = nπ where
n ≥ 0 and we define r0 = 0, while at the n-th zero point
of f(r) denoted r′n, γ(r
′
n) = (n−
1
2 )π where n ≥ 1.
In 3D, the condensate wavefunctions can be topolog-
ically non-trivial because the homotopy group of the
4quaternionic phase is π3(S
3) = Z [23, 24]. The corre-
sponding winding number, i.e. the Pontryagin index, of
the mapping S3 → S3 is the 3D skyrmion number. The
spatial distribution of the quaternionic phase e~ω(Ωˆ)γ(r)
defined in Eq. 14, which lies on S3, exhibits a topo-
logically nontrivial mapping from R3 to S3, i.e., a 3D
multiple skyrmion configuration. This type of topolog-
ical defects are non-singular which is different from the
usual vortex in single component BEC. In realistic trap-
ping systems, the coordinate space is the open R3. At
large distance r ≫ lT , |ξ(r)| decays exponentially, where
the quaternionic phase and the mapping are not well-
defined. Nevertheless, in each concentric spherical shell
with rn < r < rn+1, γ(r) winds from nπ to (n+1)π, and
ω(Ωˆ) covers all the directions, thus this shell contributes
1 to the winding number of e~ω(Ωˆ)γ(r) on S3. If the system
size is truncated at the order of lT , the skyrmion number
can be approximated at the order of lTkso = α.
There exists an interesting difference from the previ-
ously studied 2D case: Although the spin density dis-
tribution exhibit the 2D skyrmion configuration due to
π2(S
2) [5, 15, 16], the 2D condensation wavefunctions
have no well-defined topology due to π2(S
3) = 0.
FIG. 1: The distribution of ~S(~r) in a) the xz-plane and in the horizontal planes with b) z = 0 and c) z/lT =
1
2 .
The unit length is set as lT = 1 in all the figures in this article. The color scale shows the magnitude of out-plane
component Sy in a) and Sz in b) and c). The parameter values are α = 1.5, c = 1, and β = 30, and the length unit
in these and all the figures below is lT .
C. The Hopf mapping and Hopf invariant
Exotic spin textures in spinor condensates have been
extensively investigated [25–27]. In our case, the 3D spin
density distributions ~S(~r) exhibit a novel configuration
with non-trivial Hopf invariants due to the non-trivial
homotopy group π3(S
2) = Z [23, 24]. ~S(~r) can be ob-
tained from ξ(r) through the 1st Hopf map defined as
~S(~r) = 12ψ
†
γ~σγβψδ, or, in the quaternionic representation,
1
2
ξ¯kξ = Sxi+ Syj + Szk, (16)
where ξ¯ = ξ0−ξ1i−ξ2j−ξ3k is the quaternionic conjugate
of ξ. The Hopf invariant of the 1st Hopf map is just 1
[24]. The real space concentric spherical shell rn < r <
rn+1 maps to the quaternionic phase S
3, and the latter
further maps to the S2 Bloch sphere through the 1st Hopf
map. The winding number of the first map is 1, and the
Hopf invariant of the second map is also 1, thus the Hopf
invariant of the shell rn < r < rn+1 to S
2 is 1. Rigorously
speaking, the magnitude of ~S(~r) decays exponentially at
r ≫ lT , and thus the total Hopf invariant is not well-
defined in the open R3 space. Again, if we truncate the
system size at lT , the Hopf invariant is approximately at
the order of α.
FIG. 2: The Hopf fibration of the spin texture configura-
tion in Fig. 1. Every circle represents a spin orientation,
and every two circles are linked with the linking number
1.
Next we present numeric results for the spin textures
associated with the condensation wavefunction Eq. 9 as
5plotted in Fig. 1. Explicitly, ~S(~r) is expressed as
[
Sx(~r)
Sy(~r)
]
= g(r) sin θ
[
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ
] [
g(r) cos θ
f(r)
]
,
Sz(~r) = f
2(r) + g2(r) cos 2θ, (17)
In the xz-plane, the in-plane components Sx and Sz form
a vortex in the half plane of x > 0 and Sy is prominent
in the core. The contribution at large distance is ne-
glected, where ~S(~r) decays exponentially. Due to the
axial symmetry of ~S(~r) in Eq. 17, the 3D distribution is
just a rotation of that in Fig. 1 a) around the z-axis. In
the xy-plane, spin distribution exhibits a 2D skyrmion
pattern, whose in-plane components are along the tan-
gential direction. As the horizontal cross-section shifted
along the z-axis, ~S(~r) remains 2D skyrmion-like, but its
in-plane components are twisted around the z-axis. The
spin configuration at z = −z0 can be obtained by a com-
bined operation of TR and rotation around the y-axis
180◦, thus its in-plane components are twisted in an op-
posite way compared to those at z = z0. Combining
the configurations on the vertical and horizontal cross
sections, we complete the 3D distribution of ~S(~r) with
non-zero Hopf invariant.
The non-trivial structure of the Hopf invariant of the
above spin configuration can be revealed by plotting its
Hopf fibration in terms of the linked non-crossing circles
in real space, as shown in Fig. 2. For all the points on
each circle, their normalized spin polarizations 〈~σ〉/|〈~σ〉|
are the same, corresponding to a single point on the S2
sphere. In addition, every two circles are linked with each
other with the linking number 1, which is the standard
Hopf bundle structure describing a many-to-one map
from S3 to S2. Ultracold bosons with synthetic spin-orbit
coupling provide a novel platform to study such beautiful
mathematical ideas in realistic physics systems.
FIG. 3: The distribution of ~S(~r) in horizontal cross-sections with a) z/lT = −0.5, b) z/lT = 0, c) z/lT = 0.5,
respectively. The color scale shows the value of Sz, and parameter values are α = 4, β = 2, and c = 1.
IV. THE INTERMEDIATE AND STRONG
SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING REGIME
A. The intermediate spin-orbit coupling strength
Next we consider the case of the intermediate spin-
orbit coupling strength, i.e., 1 < α < 10, at which the
single-particle spectra evolve from the case of the har-
monic potential to Landau level-like as shown in Eq. 6.
Interactions are sufficiently strong to mix a few lowest
energy states with different angular momenta j. As a re-
sult, rotational symmetry is broken and complex patterns
appear.
In this case, the topology of condensate wavefunctions
is still 3D skyrmion-like mapping from R3 to S3, and spin
textures with the non-trivial Hopf invariant are obtained
through the 1st Hopf map. Compared to the weak spin-
orbit coupling case, the quaternionic phase skyrmions
and spin textures are no longer concentric, but split to a
multi-centered pattern. The numeric results of ~S(~r) are
plotted in Fig. 3 for different horizontal cross-sections.
In the xy-plane, ~S exhibits the 2D skyrmion pattern as
shown in Fig. 3 (b): The in-plane components form two
vortices and one anti-vortex, while Sz’s inside the vortex
and anti-vortex cores are opposite in direction, thus they
contribute to the skyrmion number with the same sign.
The spin configuration at z = z0 > 0 is shown in Fig. 3
(a), which is twisted around the z-axis clock-wise. After
performing the combined TR and rotation around the y-
axis 180 ◦, we arrive at the configuration at z = −z0 in
Fig. 3(b).
B. The strong spin-orbit coupling regime
We next consider the case of strong spin-orbit cou-
pling, i.e., α ≫ 1. The single-particle spectra already
exhibit the Landau-level type quantization in this regime
as shown in Eq. 6. The single-particle eigenstates with
nr = 0 are nearly degenerate i.e., they form the low-
6est Landau level states. We assume that the interaction
strength is enough to mix states inside the lowest Lan-
dau level but is still relatively weak not to induce inter-
Landau level mixing.
In this regime, the length scale of each skyrmion is
shortened as enlarging the spin-orbit coupling strength.
As we can imagine, more and more skyrmions appear
and will form a 3D lattice structure, which is the SU(2)
generalization of the 2D Abrikosov lattice of the usual
U(1) superfluid. We have numerically solved the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation Eq. 7 and found the lattice structure:
Each lattice site is a single skyrmion of the condensate
wavefunction ξ(~r), whose spin configuration exhibits the
texture configuration approximately with a unit Hopf in-
variant. The numeric results for the spin texture config-
uration are depicted in Fig. 4 a) and b) for two different
horizontal cross sections parallel to the xy-plane. In each
cross section, spin textures form a square lattice, and the
lattice constant d is estimated approximately the spin-
orbit length scale as
d ≃ 2πlso = 2πlT /α. (18)
For two horizontal cross sections with a distance of
∆z ≃ d/2, their square lattice configurations are dis-
placed along the diagonal direction: The sites at one layer
sit above the plaquette centers of the adjacent layer. As a
result, the overall three-dimensional configuration of the
topological defects is a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice,
and its size is finite confined by the trap.
FIG. 4: The distribution of ~S(~r) in horizontal cross-sections with (a) z/lT = 0, (b) z/lT = 0.2, respectively. The color
scale shows the value of Sz and parameter values are α = 22, β = 1, and c = 1. The overall lattice exhibits the bcc
structure.
V. THE EFFECT OF STRONG INTERACTIONS
In this section, we present the condensate configura-
tions in the case that both spin-orbit coupling and inter-
actions are strong, such that different Landau levels are
mixed by interactions.
In this case, the effect of the harmonic trapping poten-
tial becomes weak compared with interaction energies,
thus we can approximate the condensate wavefunctions
as superpositions of plane-wave states. The plane-wave
components are located on the spin-orbit sphere and the
condensate wavefunctions are no longer topological. At
c = 1, the interaction is spin-independent, and bosons
select a superposition of a pair of states ±~k on the spin-
orbit sphere, say, ±ksozˆ. The condensate wavefunction
is written as
ψ(~r) =
√
Na
N0
eiksoz | ↑〉+
√
Nb
N0
e−iksoz | ↓〉, (19)
with Na + Nb = N0. The density of Eq. 19 in real
space is uniform to minimize the interaction energy at
the Hartree-Fock level. However, all the different parti-
tions of Na,b yield the same Hartree-Fock energy. The
quantum zero point energy from the Bogoliubov modes
removes this accidental degeneracy through the “order-
from-disorder” mechanism, which selects the equal par-
tition Na = Nb. The calculation is in parallel to that
of the 2D Rashba case performed in Ref. [5], thus will
not be presented here. In this case, the condensate is a
spin helix propagates along z-axis and spin spirals in the
xy-plane.
At c 6= 1, the spin-dependent part of the interaction
can be written as
Hsp =
1− c
2
g
∫
d3r(ψ†↑ψ↑ − ψ
†
↓ψ↓)
2. (20)
At c > 1, the interaction energy at Hartree-Fock level
is minimized for the condensate wavefunction of a plane
wave state eiksoz| ↑〉, or, its TR partner.
7For c < 1, 〈Hsp〉 is minimized if 〈Sz〉 = 0 in space. At
the Hartree-Fock level, the condensate can either be a
plane-wave state with momentum lying in the equator of
the spin-orbit sphere and spin polarizing in the xy-plane,
or, the spin spiral state described by Eq. 19 with Na =
Nb. An “order-from-disorder” analysis on the Bogoliubov
zero-point energies indicates that the spin spiral state
is selected. We also present the numerical results for
Eq. (4) in the main text with a harmonic trap in Fig.
5 for the case of c < 1. The condensate momenta of
two spin components have opposite signs, thus the trap
inhomogeneity already prefers the spin spiral state Eq.
19 at the Hartree-Fock level.
FIG. 5: The density profile (a) for ↑-component, and that for ↓-component is the same. Phase profiles for (b) ↑ and
(c) ↓- components, respectively. Parameter values are a = 10, β = 50, and c = 0.5.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated the two-component
unconventional BECs driven by the 3D spin-orbit
coupling. In the quaternionic representation, the
quaternionic phase distributions exhibit non-trivial 3D
skyrmion configurations fromR3 to S3. The spin orienta-
tion distributions exhibit texture configurations charac-
terized by non-zero Hopf invariants from R3 to S2. These
two topological structures are connected through the 1st
Hopf map from S3 to S2. At large spin-orbit coupling
strength, the crystalline order of spin textures, or, wave-
function skyrmions, are formed, which can be viewed as
a generalization of the Abrikosov lattice in 3D.
Note added.— Near the completion of this manuscript,
we became aware of a related work by Kawakami et al.
[28], in which the condensate wavefunction in the weak
spin-orbit coupling case was studied.
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